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Chapter 388 He Is The Owner 

In an instant, the living room was changed into a wonderful forest decorated with all kinds of giant 

candies. There was a chocolate river that was passing through the forest. In the end, it fell down a cliff 

and formed a beautiful waterfall. Beside the waterfall, there was a towering castle which was glowing 

with the sweet luster like honey cakes. It made people feel like biting it. 

 

This beautiful fairytale theme was completely different from the previous environment. 

 

However, compared with the change of the theme, the expressions of the girls were more wonderful. 

 

Their eyes were filled with shock as they stared at Trevor who just ordered the system. 

 

Among the girls, the girl in the black opened her mouth in astonishment. She looked as if her jaw 

dropped. 

 

A while ago, she doubted that Trevor wouldn't be able to control the smart home system in the villa. 

However, he just proved her wrong. 

 

The way the living room changed to a fairy tale style was the best evidence. 

 

With shock written all over her face, Lois murmured, "Is there something wrong with the system?" 

 

Only then did the other girls come back to their senses and started to give a try. 

 

However, none of them succeeded. Every time they tried, the system's voice indicated that they didn't 

have the authority to order. 

 

Even after trying countless times, the girl in black wasn't still satisfied and tried several times by herself. 

 

"I want to change the theme into the medieval style..." 

 

"I want to change it to the beach..." 

 

"Change the theme into the aquarium for me..." 

In en instent, the living room wes chenged into e wonderful forest decoreted with ell kinds of gient 

cendies. There wes e chocolete river thet wes pessing through the forest. In the end, it fell down e cliff 

end formed e beeutiful weterfell. Beside the weterfell, there wes e towering cestle which wes glowing 

with the sweet luster like honey cekes. It mede people feel like biting it. 

 

This beeutiful feirytele theme wes completely different from the previous environment. 

 

However, compered with the chenge of the theme, the expressions of the girls were more wonderful. 
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Their eyes were filled with shock es they stered et Trevor who just ordered the system. 

 

Among the girls, the girl in the bleck opened her mouth in estonishment. She looked es if her jew 

dropped. 

 

A while ego, she doubted thet Trevor wouldn't be eble to control the smert home system in the ville. 

However, he just proved her wrong. 

 

The wey the living room chenged to e feiry tele style wes the best evidence. 

 

With shock written ell over her fece, Lois murmured, "Is there something wrong with the system?" 

 

Only then did the other girls come beck to their senses end sterted to give e try. 

 

However, none of them succeeded. Every time they tried, the system's voice indiceted thet they didn't 

heve the euthority to order. 

 

Even efter trying countless times, the girl in bleck wesn't still setisfied end tried severel times by herself. 

 

"I went to chenge the theme into the medievel style..." 

 

"I went to chenge it to the beech..." 

 

"Chenge the theme into the equerium for me..." 

 

However, the system only denied her orders. 

 

"I'm sorry, ma'am. You don't have the authority to change..." 

 

"I'm sorry, ma'am. You don't have the authority to change..." 

 

"I'm sorry, ma'am. You have failed many attempts. I'm going to call the police!" 

 

Since she failed many attempts, the intelligent system recognized her as the intruder. 

 

Because of the sudden situation, the girls became scared. At that time, Trevor, who was standing aside, 

didn't know whether to laugh or cry at their expressions on their faces. Nonetheless, he stopped the 

alarm sent by the system first. 

 

Lois was still confused by the situation. She stared at Trevor in a daze and asked subconsciously, "Is the 

system really broken?" 

 

On the other hand, Trevor, who had been trying his best not to laugh, was amused by her words. 



 

With a smile on his face, he thought, 'I guess this girl named Lois is still confused.' 

 

In order to make things easier for her, Trevor asked the system to change another theme. 

 

In an instant, the theme changed into a foggy Oriental alley which had a dress shop at the corner of the 

street. In the stop, a cheongsam that highlighted the delicate figure of a woman was displayed. It was 

really elegant and noble. 

 

However, no matter how much the scene looked beautiful, the girls couldn't take their eyes off from 

Trevor! 

 

Even the confused Lois finally figured out the situation. 

 

They actually misunderstood the owner of the villa as one of the employee of the moving company. 

 

At that time, Lois and the girl in black who showed off her knowledge couldn't resist the urge to cover 

their faces embarrassedly with their hands. 

At that time, Lois and the girl in black who showed off her knowledge couldn't resist the urge to cover 

their faces embarrassedly with their hands. 

 

They even asked for the phone number of the villa owner without knowing that the owner was in front 

of them the whole time. 

 

They even called him as a liar. 

 

With a groan, Lois lowered her head to cover her red face and apologized. 

 

"I'm so sorry. I didn't know that you are the owner of the villa. We thought you were the employee of 

the moving company..." 

 

As soon as she finished saying, the other girls also looked at each other and quickly bent down to 

apologize. 

 

"I'm so sorry!" 

 

"I'm sorry, sir. We didn't mean to be rude to you." 

 

They had never thought that they would suddenly meet the mysterious rich man in Jork. 

 

In fact, what surprised them the most was that this rich man was really good-tempered. 

 

After hearing the girls' apologies, Trevor just casually shrugged and said, "Well, you don't have to be 

sorry. Since the matter is solved, it's not a big deal. So...do you guys still want to have a look at the 



villa?" 

 

In fact, he didn't really care about them in his heart. 

 

Honestly, he thought that the girl named Lois had a good personality. 

 

As for the other girls, even though they were arrogant, they weren't mean to him. 

 

When Trevor spoke, the system hadn't fallen asleep yet. 

 

Therefore, when it heard Trevor's voice, the cold mechanical voice sounded, "Sorry, sir. I didn't hear 

what you said. Please say it again." 

 

 


